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Week 1 Activity 4/7-4/9 - May click on the links 1.Reading: “I’m Clueless” A Lesson on Deductive Reasoning2.The Deadly Picnic A Lab on Deductive Reasoning •Objective: Students will use deductive reasoning to decide who committed a murder based on
circumstantial evidence and witness statements3.Data collection and Post-lab Assignment
will be completed and shared in Google
Classroom Week 3 Fingerprint Evidence 4/21-241. Reading: Cause & Types of Fingerprint Evidence
Questions 1-82. Reading: Types of Fingerprint Ridge Patterns Multiple Choice 1-93. Reversing Invisibility:Latent Fingerprint Enhancement Questions 1-10 1. Blood as Evidence2. Biology of Blood3.
Blood Typing4. Relates Queries hair_as_evidence_ppt.pptxFile Size: 4390 kbFile Type: pptxDownload File is_microscope_lab_procedure_2015-16.docxFile Size: 45 kbFile Type: docxDownload File trace_evidence_intro_microlab__1_.docFile Size: 44 kbFile Type: docDownload File Fingerprint Evidence Test Ch 8 Notes from Text book Blood Spatter Exit
Ticket Forensic Entomology NOTES 2020 Final Exam Study Guide Study Guide Topics and Final Review Questioned Documents Kahoot 10 Murderers Who Changed How We Investigate Murder FORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEETGRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE
LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube,
Amazon, IMDB and more. Please check that you haForensic Files - "Hair of the Dog" Video Questionsby This is a 10 question worksheet to go along with the Forensic Files episode "Hair of the Dog." I like to show this episode after covering hair evidence as that is the main focus of this episode. Summary of episode: With no forensic evidence inside a
murder scene, investigators were baffled. But they suspected that the victim's dog, had witnessed the crime. If she had, forensic scientists would've had some way to find out, what the dog had seen.The video is usually available for free on YouTube bTypes:Forensic Files - Hair of the Dog (Tracking Sheet)by As a class, we established "Forensic File
Fridays". This was a fun tradition in which we evaluated how our current topic was portrayed in the popular series Forensic Files. These episodes are available on most streaming services as well as at your local library. I've even found a number of them on YouTube. If you need help locating a video file of the episode please simply let me know and I
will pull up a sourceTracking sheets are a mix of simple questions designed for students to complete bForensic Files - Within A Hair (Tracking Sheet)by As a teacher, we established "Forensic File Fridays". This was a fun tradition in which we evaluated how our current topic was portrayed in the popular series Forensic Files. These episodes are
available on most streaming services as well as at your local library. I've even found a number of them on YouTube. If you need help locating a video file of the episode please simply let me know and I will pull up a sourceTracking sheets are a mix of simple questions designed for students to completeMORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!**BEST
SELLING ITEM**Previous purchasers have received over 225 worksheets FREE with their purchase! This purchase comes with all future updates for FREE (previous buyers received 50 free worksheets with the last update in August 2018)! Take advantage now as a future update will be in October 2020.THIS PURCHASE NOW INCLUDES LESSON
PLAN AND PROJECT IDEAS!Please Note - This Super Bundle is a collection of my separate Forensic Files Bundle packages #1-#27 which cForensic Science Hair and Fiber Unitby This file contains the Introduction and Hair and Fiber sections of the entire book as described below. Description of the Entire Book: (your file contains two of the 9
sections...see other listing for the entire book file if desired.): Ready for an exciting unit or course in Forensic Science? If so, this product is for you! This 162 page book took many months to create and was used in my own Forensic Science Class as well as integrated into my chemistry, biology, and physical science cFORENSIC FILES VIDEO
WORKSHEET COLLECTION #6 (50 SHEETS)GRADES: 10-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the videos in advance of your students to gauge
appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB andFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEETS (12 SHEETS)GRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS:
YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of the worksheets.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites
including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and more. Please chVIDEO AVAILABILITY DISCLAIMER: The videos needed to accompany the Forensic Files worksheets can be found on a variety of streaming services and websites. However, availability and prices for these videos can change month-to-month. Please make sure you have access to both the video
and that your school’s servers can stream the content before making your purchase. Forensic Files can be found online easily at: YouTube (also check for “Medical Detectives”) and IMDB. Streaming services like Hulu, NetMORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of this worksheet.As of April 2019, all episodes in
this purchase are available free on You Tube which would make it ideal for computer lab or homework assignments (technology access provided).This purchase is for Forensic Files package that collects Bundles 11-15. In total 50 video worksheets and writing prompts are included with this purchase!All of the Forensic Files episodes are available to
view online for free (YouTubeFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEET BUNDLE1O VIDEO WORKSHEETSGRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the
video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and morePage 2This photocopy master contains simple, yet fun, hands-on introductory forensic activities. Tasks may
require simple science materials that are readily available in most homes and school science resource centres. Sections focus on examining lip prints, fingerprints, teeth prints, blood drops, DNA, handwriting, identikit pictures, lie detectors, mystery substances, shoe prints and much more.Page 3This is a bundle of 12 chapters of Forensic Science
PowerPoint Presentations. Comes in both editable .pptx and .PDF files.Topics include:1- Intro to Forensics2- The Crime Scene3- Hair as Evidence4- Fiber Evidence5- Fingerprints6- Blood and Blood Spatter7- DNA Fingerprinting8- Toxicology9- Questioned Documents (Handwriting Analysis, Forgery, Counterfeiting, etc.)10- Death, Decomposition, &
Forensic anthropology 11- Ballistics12- Other Evidence (Tool marks, Footprints,Tire marks, Bite marks, GPage 4The Forensics Unit #2 Bundle includes FOUR separate lessons. Each one includes a PowerPoint with embedded video clip links, illustrated Student Guided Notes, Teacher Notes, and a Worksheet with Answers. In addition, there are FIVE
Activities, a THREE page Study Guide, Justpardy Review Game, TWO Quizzes, and TWO Tests. There is a BONUS FILE TOO! BONUS FILE includes:9 Five Minute Timed Daily Warm Up PowerPointsMass Murderer vs Serial Killer Article/Worksheet13 Day Suggested Unit Plan The PowerPoinPage 5The Forensics Anthropology Unit Bundle comes
complete with SIX lessons, each one with a PowerPoint with embedded video clip links, illustrated Student Guided Notes, Teacher Notes, and a Worksheet with Answers. There are also THREE Activities, a Study Guide, a Justpardy Review Game, a Quiz, and TWO Tests. Plus a BONUS FILE! The Bonus files include: 4 Activities, 21 Timed Warm-ups, 14
Day Unit PlanActivity: Can You Identify Your Ancestry?Activity: Determining AgeActivity: Determining GenderActivitPage 6PRODUCT #1:The Forensic Science lesson over DEATH MEANING, MANNER, AND MECHANISM allows students to understand the 5 manners of death, identify the cause of death, and understand the mechanism behind death
with a lecture while completing fill-in-the-blank notes, then completing a worksheet where they read 4 scenarios and identify the manner, cause, and mechanism. Then, they create their own scenarios for each of the 5 manners of death.This product contains:20-slide PPT lecture4-page guided studePage 7The Forensics Unit #1, 14 Day NO PREP
Bundle includes: Introduction to Forensics, Criminalistics Overview, CSI Basic Concepts, Pathology, and Entomology includes FIVE separate lessons, each one including a PowerPoint with embedded video clip links, illustrated Student Guided Notes, Teacher Notes, and a Worksheet with Answers. There are also Four Activities, TWO Quizzes, and TWO
Tests. PLUS, a BONUS FILE! The BONUS FILE includes:Autopsy Active Reading Worksheet with link to article.15 Five minutePage 8FINGERPRINT ARTICLE & ACTIVITYSUBJECT: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, BIOLOGY, ANATOMYGRADES: 8-12EMERGENCY PLANS: YESThis assignment is perfect to use for either in-class or homework. It can easily be
done in a short amount of time and then opens up future lessons/activities to follow on the topic of fingerprints.The focus on the assignment is a brief introduction to fingerprints and basic fingerprint patterns.PART 1 - FINGERPRINT ARTICLE AND WORKSHEETA one page article with 11 question providing a gWhat if the Seven Dwarves used
toxicology to determine the poison that harmed Snow White? Prince Charming could have saved himself a lot of time by running tests on blood left in the glass slipper. And a simple fingerprint scan might have given Rumplestiltskin's true identity without all the guesswork... In this project from I Heart Teaching Science, all of these and more are
possible as students write forensic fairy tales! A forensic fairy tale is a classic fairy tale with a forensic twist. ThThis bundle includes all products from my Forensic Science Hair as Evidence Unit.• Learning Targets and Study Questions• PowerPoint Presentation• Fill-in Style Notes Handouts • Hair Evidence Analysis Lab Activity and Pre-Lab
Worksheet• Review Worksheet • Chapter Test*Vocabulary Assignment sold separately in the Forensic Science Vocabulary Bundle.Topics covered include:• Hair as class evidence• Secondary Transfer• Collecting hair evidence• Function of hair• Structure of hair• Cuticle, Cortex, MedForensic Case Article #14 - Ten Famous Cases Solved by
ForensicsThis assignment is perfect for class work and discussion, homework, or extra credit. It's a longer article and perfect as an anticipatory activity before a research project or report that goes in depth to any of these cases.The assignment is a 4-page article that gives a brief summary and highlights to ten famous cases that were all closed due to
the work of forensic science (ex: Ted Bundy, BTK, Lindbergh Kidnapping, etc...).ThereForensic Science - Intro to Crime Scenes CSIby Are your forensics students starting to learn about crime scenes? This COMPLETE, NO-PREP LESSON is part 1 of a 3-part unit* covering basic crime scene investigation (CSI) protocol. *Part 2 (Sketching a crime
scene) and part 3 (Collecting and Securing evidence) will be coming soon to TpT.This lesson is an overview of crime scenes created for a high school forensic science classroom, but it is suitable for any class studying CSI.** With your purchase, you will receive a 23-slide PowerPoint preseThis bundle includes all products from my Forensic Science
DNA Fingerprinting Unit.This bundle includes:• Learning Targets and Study Questions• PowerPoint Presentation• Fill-in Style Notes Handouts• DNA Fingerprinting Webquest• Chapter Test*Vocabulary Assignment is sold separately in the Forensic Science Vocabulary Bundle.Topics covered include:• DNA Profiling• Structure and Function of DNA•
Types of DNA (nuclear vs. mitochondrial)• Human Genome• DNA Identification• Repeating DNA Sequences (VNTRForensic blood analysis print (or click!) and go lecture slides, guided student notes, lab, and vocabulary activity right at your fingertips!Perfect for remote learners as all documents have google slides access and digital options AS WELL
as fun for the in-class student.Includes:26-slide PowerPoint over presumptive and confirmatory blood testsStudent notes guide (printed OR FITB on google classroom)Kastle-Meyer lab with teacher guide and lab prep instructions (includes a remote-learning optionPage 9Forensic Science Ballistics Unit Bundleby Biology Zoology Forensic ScienceThis
bundle includes all products from my Forensic Science Ballistics Unit.This bundle includes:• Learning Targets and Study Questions• PowerPoint Presentation• Fill-in Style Notes Handouts• Review Worksheet• Chapter Test*Vocabulary Assignment is sold separately in the Forensic Science Vocabulary Bundle.Topics covered include:• What is
Ballistics?• History of Firearms• How a Firearm Works• Modern Firearms• Bullets- composition, shapes, calibers• Bullet and Casing Marks- rifling patterns, breechForensic Science DNA Analysis and Profiling Bundleby Forensic DNA analysis and fingerprinting print (or click!) and go lecture slides, guided student notes, lab, and a practice activity
right at your fingertips! Students can practice DNA extraction, restriction enzyme analysis, and gel electrophoresis for DNA fingerprinting analysis and comparison.Perfect for remote learners as all documents have google slides access and digital options AS WELL as fun for the in-class student.The DNA Bundle includes a BONUS product: Unit
outline with daily lessonFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEET COLLECTION (50 SHEETS)GRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORY, PSYCHOLOGYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of the worksheets.*Please watch
all videos in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IThe Death and Forensic Anthropology Notes Packet includes a 12 page student notes packet (fill in the blank style) and a
12-page teacher answer key. Both come in .docx and .pdf formats, and cover the following topics:• Definition and description of death• Autopsy• Manner of death• Cause of death• Mechanism of death• Time of death• Types of Mortis (Livor, Rigor, Algor)• Stomach and Intestinal Contents• Changes in the eye• Forensic Entomology• The Body Farm at
University of Tennessee• Stages of dCase studies from a forensic textbook written by Bertino. 3 case studies typed with questions following each case study. Good for a homework, a handout, a think, pair, share activity, or busy work for after a test or quiz. Kindly leave a review of my work, it will help me create future assignments. Thank you so
much! Ms. D. :-)Forensic Science: Semester Bundleby This bundle includes lecture/notes, in class assignments, and numerous labs and activities to teach the units listed below. This is a complete curriculum that can be used as a stand-alone resource or used to supplement an existing curriculum.With this purchase you will get the following topics as
part of the Forensic Science Curriculum. This curriculum is taught over the course of one semester.- Introduction to Forensic Science- Manner of Death- Anthropology- Entomology- Trace Evidence- FingerKissing Bandit - A Lab on Forensic Lip Printingby This is a fun deductive reasoning and skills based lab determining the culprit at a crime scene
using lip printing skills. Students will evaluate and sketch different lip prints from 10 different suspects and compare it to a crime scene lip print to determine which one most closely matches to solve the crime. Students are provided brief profiles on each suspect and are required to determine a possible motive and write a formal letter to the school
principal stating who they believe committed tTypes:This packet is a collection of questions, writing prompts, and research paper rubrics to accompany the BBC tele movie / series SHERLOCK : A STUDY IN PINK. This is an appropriate movie for high school and college classes with a focus on either psychology or forensic-behavioral sciences.The
movie is necessary for completion of the packet.Movie synopsis: A modern reimagining of Arthur Conan Doyle's master sleuth sees a post-traumatic stress-disorder Dr. Watson thrust into the world of "amateur sleuA guest at the Tower Plaza Hotel has been murdered on the night of the annual ball! Witnesses saw a masked suspect leaving her room,
covered in a mysterious substance. Police have rounded up six persons of interest who fit the description. Could it be the concierge? Perhaps the housekeeper or bellboy? Maybe it's the chef or the groundskeeper? Don't forget the master of ceremony for the big ball! It is up to students to work together in criminal investigation teams to solve the
case.Students willDo you need an engaging activity to practice height calculations in Forensic Science? In this FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY (MAD LIB STYLE) PUZZLE activity, students will practice calculating the height of an unknown person by using information about the length of their bones. The Scenario:A mass grave has been found and
anthropologists have identified the bones of 9 bodies found in the grave. They need your students' help to identify the bodies. Your students will use the clues provided to estimate thPage 10THE PRODUCTS IN THE BUNDLE ARE NORMALLY OVER $400.VISIT MY TPT STORE TO SEE INDIVIDUAL ITEMS/REVIEWS!This FORENSIC SCIENCE SUPER
BUNDLE purchase contains over 300+ articles, webquests, assignments, and video worksheets perfect for any forensic or high school science classroom. It will provide you with a great supplement to your lessons, sub plans, emergency plans, distance learning, and keep your students actively engaged and learning to provide you with the needed time
to handle the day-to-dayPage 11The 15 Day, No Prep Forensics Unit #5 Bundle includes: Intro. to Physical Evidence, Forensic Odontology, Footwear Evidence, Tire Impressions, and Document Examination. Each of these lessons includes a PowerPoint with embedded video clip links, illustrated Student Guided Notes, Teacher Notes, and a Worksheet
with Answers. In addition, there are FOUR Activities, a Study Guide, a Justpardy Review Game, TWO Quizzes, and TWO Tests. There is a BONUS FILE TOO! BONUS FILE includes:Online Odontology ActiPage 12* Includes a 5-page student test and a 5-page teacher answer key.* Comes as both PDF and .docx files.This Death Test contains: · 9 matching
questions · 17 multiple choice questions· 5 True or False Questions· 5 This or That Questions· 9 Fill In & Short Answer questions (worth 19 points)· 10 Diagram Matching Questions· Test is worth a total of 65 points This test complements my other Forensic Science Ballistics documents in my TPT Store. Please click the ‘Follow Me’ Button if you’d like
to beForensic Science Career Stations Activityby Are your students doing a forensics unit? Are they interested in the different careers available in forensic science? This is a great activity that will expose them to 10 forensic science careers! Each poster has a quick informational text about a forensics career (10 careers total). Students will have: 1) an
overview of forensic science sheet, 2) a graphic organizer to visit each "career station" and record 3 interesting take-aways, and 3) a self-reflection "Forensics and Me" sheet where thForensic Fingerprints Foldableby Arches and loops and whorls...OH MY!!!!Do you kinds need an easy way to remember forensic fingerprint patterns? This study guide
was made for a high school forensics class studying fingerprints., but this product is appropriate for any middle or high school class, whether it be a yearlong course or a mini CSI unit in your curriculum. Foldable study guides make easy-to-understand graphic organizers for all levels of students. With your purchase, you are getting three versions of
the same foldabSTOP LYING TO YOUR STUDENTS!Crime scenes are not solved with matching the bands in electrophoresis. STR analysis is the techniques used by the FBI and you can teach your students!In this activity, students will learn the concepts and techniques behind DNA profiling of core CODIS "Short Tandem Repeat" loci used for the
national DNA databank. They will then have the opportunity to collect and interpret actual STR data.Designed for the upper class high school forensics (Jr or Sr) or introductory coFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEETGRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING:
YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB
and more. Please check that you haForensic Anthropology Notes and Worksheet Bundleby The included FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY LECTURE and NOTES SHEET allows students to learn how gender, age, ethnicity, and size can be estimated using skeletal remains. They will identify the requirements of each of the 4 categories with examples and
images to help solidify understanding. The PPT has editable text so that you may adjust according to your class needs.The fill-in-the-blank notes includes an option to go straight through OR it can be broken down by topic, as the lecture itself is 55 slidePage 13Lizzie Borden Forensic Labby Stacy's Teaching ResourcesStudents will analyze evidence of
the scene of the crime from the murder of Lizzie Borden's parents to decide once and for all if she was the murderer. Students will look at mock microscope slides of blood and hair samples, DNA samples and fingerprint cards all while using their science processing skills! Included in this document are lesson plans with directions on how to create
slides and other "evidence" as well as an answer key and the chronology of the trial. This is a sure hit with studentSubjects:Forensic Science - Create a crime scene final projectby This is the final project I have my students complete as part of their forensic science class. The final project encompasses all of the units and skills they have learned in the
course such as: 1. Basic Scene sketch up (hand out also attached) 2. Planning and creating evidence including the following: Fingerprinting Fabric analysis Blood spatter patterns Blood typing Handwriting analysis Psychopathic anlaysis DNA band analysis Lipstick samples Footprint analysis 3. Creating the crime scenForensic Science science
worksheet Scooby Dooby Hi, you are viewing a 1 page Scooby Doo worksheet to complete while watching any cartoon episode. I have my students complete these during our forensic science unit. They are able to practice there skills of observation and deductive reasoning.Subjects:0Forensic Science 9: Spot The Differenceby Forensic Science sheets
are practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could equally be used as extension work
for younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also availableFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEETS (12 SHEETS)GRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK
HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of the worksheets.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and more. Please chVIDEO
AVAILABILITY DISCLAIMER: The videos needed to accompany the Forensic Files worksheets can be found on a variety of streaming services and websites. However, availability and prices for these videos can change month-to-month. Please make sure you have access to both the video and that your school’s servers can stream the content before
making your purchase. Forensic Files can be found online easily at: YouTube (also check for “Medical Detectives”) and IMDB. Streaming services like Hulu, NetForensic Fingerprint Analysis - GOOGLE VERSIONby Forensic Fingerprint Analysis - GOOGLE VERSIONPerfect as an online learning resource and for distance learningAlso available in a PDF
versionForensic Fingerprint Analysis - PDF VERSION****************************************************************************************************************Now available is the Forensic Fingerprint Analysis activity and laboratory. In this forensic lesson, students will be introduced to how to collect and analyze fingerprints for crime scene
investigation. IPage 14Save on this bundle! It includes a 26-slide introductory PowerPoint, presentation and handout discussing the branches of forensic science and 5 manners of death, introduction to the Locard Principle handout and Transfer of Materials lab activity, vocabulary review worksheet, crossword puzzle review, chapter review questions,
developments in forensic science task cards, a review matching game, review BINGO, and a review puzzle! *ANSWER KEYS ARE INCLUDED!* Note: To use the task cards effectivelPage 1542 pages containing 15 complete lesson plans for you to discover all the fun of mysteries. Each lesson gives a purpose, objectives, time, and step by step
instructions on how to implement. This unit is jam packed full of learning in technology, math, science, social studies, language arts, art, cooperative learning, and hands-on activities that will put your students in the driver's seat. You will receive: Exploring the many facets of mysteries What is a mystery? Worksheet of Mystery Elements MPage
16Dissections are such a crucial part of learning the anatomy and physiology of the human body, but they are be very time consuming! Between setting up the lab and designing a packet with in depth instructions, diagrams, and analysis questions, you can spend hours preparing for dissection day. With this fetal pig dissection packet, cut your prep
time down significantly while maximizing student engagement! This detailed, informational, and engaging dissection packet is the perfect companion to a foPage 17CAREER ARTILCE : FORENSIC SKETCH ARTISTSUBJECT: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, ART, CAREERSGRADES : 9-12Forensic Science Informational Text Article : FORENSIC SCIENCE
CAREER - SKETCH ARTIST a.k.a. COMPOSITE ARTISTThis assignment is perfect for class work and discussion, homework, or extra credit.The assignment is a 2-page article that highlights the specifics surrounding the science career of a Forensic Sketch Artist including: job specifics, education requirements, and more.There is a 2-page question
sheePage 18This Forensic Science Microscopic Hair Analysis Lab follows the saga of the death of Dr. Lee Cooper! Find out who may have been in Dr. Cooper's office by analyzing microscopic characteristics of the cuticle, cortex, and medulla of hair. Students will make wet mounts of 6 separate samples and report their findings (medulla pattern, hair
color, pigment concentration, natural cs. dyed hair, etc). Then, they will create scale casts of the cuticle for each sample using clear nail polish and hair provPage 19The bundle comprises of Forensic Science curriculum notes, that are intensive, easy to study, teach, revise thus saving on time and energy. It includes all the lesson notes. It comprises of
Introduction to forensic science, Crime Scene, Investigative process, Blood and Blood Spatter entailed in Forensic Biology, Forensic Serology and Forensic Entomology. All in one great bundle is, Introduction to Forensic ScienceCrime Scene InvestigationBlood and Blood SpatterBlood Pattern AnalysisBlood StaiPage 20Forensic Science 15: Hair
Hunterby Forensic Science sheets are practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could
equally be used as extension work for younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also available‘Other Evidence’ refers to Toolmarks, Glass evidence, Shoe prints, Tire tracks, Bite marks, etc.This 'Other Evidence' Review Worksheet contains:· A Crossword Puzzle containing 36 Clues· 4 Short
Answer questions · A diagram to color code/label* Includes a 2-page student worksheet and a 3-page teacher answer key.* Comes as both PDF and .docx files.This test complements the other Forensic Science 'Other Evidence' documents in my TPT Store.Forensic Toxicology Task Cardsby Use these task cards to introduce new content,
review/remediate, as formative assessments, or to introduce expert groups. This activity can take anywhere from 1-5 days depending on the presentation style chosen.These task cards cover the Forensic Toxicology unit. Topics covered include: Categories of DrugsSchedules of DrugsExposure MethodsThe Role of a Forensic ToxicologistEvidence
Collection and Packaging TechniquesGeorgi Markov Case StudyDetermining ToxicityAcute vs. Chronic PoisoningToxicologForensic Science Crossword Puzzle Bundleby Dr Loftin's Learning EmporiumA strong knowledge of vocabulary is one of the most important factors for success in retaining information. Help your students learn, retain, and review
forensic science vocabulary in a fun and engaging way with this set of 18 crossword puzzles! Each forensics crossword puzzle includes a template for writing in answers, crossword clues, an answer key, and optional word banks that can be used to differentiate in order to best meet your students' needs. The crossword puzzles can be used for
substiMale or Female? Forensic Anthropology Sketch Notes Doodle Notesby Have a hard time getting students to take notes? Sometimes a picture is worth a thousand words! Sketch notes are an excellent tool for students to learn or review difficult concepts. Extremely useful for EL students as well! VISIT MY NEW WEBSITE!
www.biologysketchnotes.com To see these sketch notes in action with my students, please visit my blog at Dentistry (Odontology) Hyperdocby This is an engaging hyperdoc that walks students through the 5 E's of Odontology. This hyperdoc is filled with everything from engaging videos, digital scavenger hunts for articles, case studies, and creative
evaluations tools. This hyperdoc is sure to keep your students engaged and interested in the study of odontology.Subjects:FORENSIC FILES - 10 VIDEO WORKSHEETSGRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORY, PSYCHOLOGYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK
HERE!*Videos are necessary for completion of the worksheets.*Please be sure you have access to all videos before making your purchase.*Please watch any video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.FORENSIC FILES / MEDICAL DETECTIVES: As of January 2022, the entire episode is available free on You Tube whicForensic Botany
Task Cardsby Use these task cards to introduce new content, review/remediate, as formative assessments, or to introduce expert groups. This activity can take anywhere from 1-5 days depending on the presentation style chosen.These task cards cover Forensic Botany and Palynology. Topics covered include:The value of pollen and spores as
evidenceThe six subdivisions of forensic botanyThe history of forensic botany (including the Lindbergh Kidnapping)AssemblagesCollection of botanical evidenceDrowning victims andForensic Science - Foot to Height Calculations Muddy Printsby "Apparently, yesterday after school, someone was in our class looking for something. This person did not
have permission, but I’m pretty sure they were looking for my secret stash of Mr. Goodbars. The only people who might have a key are other teachers, principals, and custodians. They were not very smart because they left muddy shoeprints. You will be using the shoeprint and our faculty footprint database to determine the most likely
suspects."NOTE: I used this lesson with 7th and 8th graders bCSI Forensic Science - Be a detective and use science to figure out who stole the jewels from the town hall. Boom Card Version!Note: This pack is a BOOM card version for distance learning with your students! It can only be used on the Boom Learning website where you will need to create
an account to use this activity. wow.boomlearning.comWith this Boom Card version your students can fill in editable textboxes and move images to complete the activity online!Your students will love doing this actSubjects:These forensic science crossword puzzles make wonderful vocabulary reviews for secondary science students.The topics
highlighted include pathology, anthropology, odontology, entomology, serology, bloodstain pattern analysis, DNA analysis, and forensic hair examinations. I give these to my students before each unit test as a fun review. An understanding of vocabulary is essential to excelling in science. This pack consists of six crossword puzzles plus an answer key!
The crossword puzzles are:Forensic Science Hair Investigation Labsby This is an inquiry based and group approach to learning about the differences found in hairs. There are 3 mini-labs within this lab packet with a culminating experience working in a group to design a poster that summarizes findings. Challenge 1: Sketching their own head hair and
observing the parts of hair. Challenge 2: Finding differences among different ethnic groups (may need some diversity in your school for this) Challenge 3: Finding differences among different animal hairs. (You will needSubjects:Types:Introduction to Forensic Science Task Cardsby Use these task cards to introduce new content, review/remediate, as
formative assessments, or to introduce expert groups. This activity can take anywhere from 1-5 days depending on the presentation style chosen.These task cards cover Unit 1: Introduction to Forensic Science and the Law. Topics covered include: Careers in forensicsThe role of the forensic scientistObservation skillsEyewitness testimonyThe
Innocence ProjectNotable court cases in forensic scienceCategories of lawGovernment agenciesForensic Shoe Print Labby If your students are studying mysteries or forensic science, this is a great, easy lab for them to complete independently or in small groups. You need a few common materials which can be found in your classroom or pantry and
then you are ready for a memorable activity in which the kids can make and record the findings from a shoe print analysis.Types:FORENSIC EVIDENCE VOCABULARY REVIEW GAMEby The Trendy Science TeacherReview the key vocabulary terms taught in a typical Forensics course with my Forensic Evidence Vocabulary Review Game! Inspired by
the popular game, Taboo, this review is the perfect print and go resource for busy teachers that need a quick and engaging activity. What's Included: ★42 Game Cards ★Student Instruction Cards ★Student Tally Sheet ★Blank Template Cards- customize to fit your classroom needs Included Topics: DNA as Evidence Fibers Fingerprints Ballistics
Handwriting Blood Evidence HaiPage 21This extremely visual PowerPoint goes over the history of forensic science including many key breakthroughs throughout the last millenium. Different sectors of forensics are broken down, such as fingerprints, DNA, toxicology, entomology, human decomposition, ballistics, odontology, and anthropology. The
presentation contains entertaining gifs relating to each slide as well as specific spotlights on important scientists and cases.Included in the set are the PowerPoint, a blank set of guided notePage 22With this worksheet, your students will differentiate between the 4 major plant divisions (angiosperms, gymnosperms, pteridophytes, and bryophytes), will
identify and label the major structures of an angiosperm, complete a flowchart outlining the reproductive process of asexual angiosperms, and will complete short-response questions to display their understanding. Teacher answer key is included!Page 23A strong knowledge of vocabulary is one of the most important factors for success in retaining
information. Help your students learn, retain, and review forensic science vocabulary in a fun and engaging way with this crossword puzzle! This forensics puzzle includes a template for writing in answers, crossword clues, an answer key, and optional word banks that can be used to differentiate in order to best meet your students' needs. This
crossword puzzle can be used for substitute work, a homeworkForensic Science 16: Bone Bonusby Forensic Science sheets are practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students
already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could equally be used as extension work for younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also availableCSI Forensic Fingerprint Cardsby Watch your students become CSIs with this forensics Fingerprint
FREEBIE. This activity sheet was created for a forensic science class studying fingerprints and will make a great addition to your interactive notebook. Easily print one or two to a page to meet the needs of your classroom.If you download this and love it, PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE leave feedback. Feedback helps me help you!!!!! :)WANT EVEN MORE
FORENSICS??? This product is part of my GROWING BUNDLE that contains all of my forensic sCSI Forensic unit for elementary by This editable document allows you to create a fake classroom crime and use forensics to solve it. There are lessons describing three types of evidences: fingerprint analysis, ink analysis (chromatography), and DNA
analysis. Each lesson has a mini-video lesson and experiment. This was created for a summer camp setting, but could be adapted to whatever format you needed. This resource is on google slides and also links to relevant youtube videos and google forms.Forensic Tool Marks Case Studies Ch 16by Ms D Wants To Save The World Case studies from a
forensic textbook written by Bertino. 3 case studies typed with questions following each case study. Good for a homework, a handout, a think, pair, share activity, or busy work for after a test or quiz. Kindly leave a review of my work, it will help me create future products. Thank you so much! Ms. D. :-)Forensic Science 19: Skeleton In The Cupboardby
Forensic Science sheets are practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could equally be
used as extension work for younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also availableMacbeth Forensic Rhetoric Investigation by Macbeth investigation to encourage students to look closer at the presented text. When I did this activity, I told the students they could not pin the murder on
Macbeth. It was interesting to see what they came up with! Most chose Lady Macbeth, but a few got creative with the Porter, Lennox, and the witches. There isn't an answer key because it really is all in what you make of the activity. I created a mock crime scene for them to sketch, and I dressed up in a silly costume too. Who says high sAmong Us Forensic Online Lab Report Activityby Description: Scientific Method Investigation connecting Among Us to the scientific method. Includes: Scientific method lab report connected to the Among Us game. Interview scripts are provided and students and need to figure out who the imposter is to protect their classmates.Setting: Can be completed in a
virtual or in-person setting.Usage: Can be used for a scientific method unit, beginning of the year, mid-year, end of the year, review, or whenever works best.Always available if questions orForensic Anthropology Review Board Gameby This board game is a fun and interactive way to help students review Forensic Anthropology and Human Remains.
36 playing cards will test students' knowledge of the material with big ideas and specific content. Teacher note: The titles that are meant to go on the back of the playing cards are on page 7. Should you wish to include these on your cards, simply familiarize yourself with how your personal computer works, and print front & back.This is a growing
bundle of reading guides I am making to help my students with Bertino and Bertino's 3rd Edition of Forensic Science: Fundamentals and Investigations. This bundle will continue to grow to ultimately include all chapters in the book. Buy early and save! The price will increase as I continue to add chapters, so the earlier you purchase the cheaper it'll
be in the long run as you'll get the rest of the chapters I add for free!Please check all previews of my products to be sure tForensic Science Escape Roomby WHO MURDERED MAXWELL POWER?This is a fun end of the unit review activity that reviews some key concepts. The concepts covered in this escape room:time of death - algor and rigor mortis,
and stomach contentsfingerprint analysisDNA gel electrophoresisIt has both online and digital components. YOUR STUDENTS WILL NEED AT LEAST ONE DEVICE PER GROUP FOR THIS ACTIVITY.There is some printing involved as well to hang clues up around the classroom!Forensic Science 22: K-9 Detectivesby Forensic Science sheets are
practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could equally be used as extension work for
younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also availableFORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEET BUNDLE (10 SHEETS)GRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK
HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and more. PleasAttractive Word Search
Worksheet in Introduction to Forensic Science. It is a fun, motivating, and academically challenging activity, designed for Regular and Honors Forensic Science students. This new extra large activity is in pdf format and has 51 terms. It is recommended that besides finding the words, the students also write the definitions and construct meaningful
sentences using those words indicated by the teacher.Ceres Science teacher support: science@ceressoft.netThe link to other forTypes:Page 24This bundle contains 15 articles for your forensics classes. Articles include information about how different forensic investigators work, their methods, and crimes they have solved. Each article is a great
discussion starter, research article, or homework activity.To make these assignment even more engaging, I have included my assignment "Author's Purpose".Please be aware that the subject matter in these articles is disturbing, and is not for younger students. Please read, and if necessary editPage 25FORENSIC FILES VIDEO WORKSHEETGRADES:
9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives)
videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and more. Please check that you haForensic Science 4: Puzzling Powdersby Forensic Science sheets are practical science activities designed to capture students' imagination and promote analytical thinking. Created by ReadyEd
Publications, they are simple, yet fun, hands-on activities based around a topic that many students already have an interest in. It has been designed for use by children 10 and up, but could equally be used as extension work for younger gifted students, homeschoolers and also by those wishing to run a science club. This activity is also availableCase
studies from a forensic textbook written by Bertino. 5 case studies typed with questions following each case study. Good for a homework, a handout, a think, pair, share activity, or busy work for after a test or quiz. Kindly leave a review of my work, it will help me create products for the future. Thank you! Ms. D. :-)A strong knowledge of vocabulary is
one of the most important factors for success in retaining information. Help your students learn, retain, and review forensic science vocabulary in a fun and engaging way with this crossword puzzle! This forensics puzzle includes a template for writing in answers, crossword clues, an answer key, and optional word banks that can be used to
differentiate in order to best meet your students' needs. This crossword puzzle can be used for substitute work, a homeworkForensic Psychology Bundleby The DiPiazza Forensic ShopI have bundled some of the resources I have available for the Forensic Psychology Unit for my forensic science classes. Included are notes (with periodic ideas for
breaks and activities), a personality disorders assignment, psychopathy test assignment, mass murder case assignment and test.I have put months of work into the activities, so that is why the cost is higher. They are detailed, and I hope it is all helpful!Enjoy this engaging word search puzzle with your students. This puzzles contains 30 words about
Forensic Science.In our classroom, we have found that word search puzzles are great at engaging students. They also fit very well as filler activities and homework. Early finishers also love solving these puzzles.What is all included?✔ Word search puzzle on Forensic Science (PDF)✔ Word search puzzle on Forensic Science - Black & White (PDF)✔
Puzzle Solution (PDF)Vocabulary (30 Words): Fingerprint,A strong knowledge of vocabulary is one of the most important factors for success in retaining information. Help your students learn, retain, and review forensic science vocabulary in a fun and engaging way with this crossword puzzle! This forensics puzzle includes a template for writing in
answers, crossword clues, an answer key, and optional word banks that can be used to differentiate in order to best meet your students' needs. This crossword puzzle can be used for substitute work, a homeworkMake planning easier with this fully editable Forensics Science: Forensic Science and Observation Unit Plan. Fully differentiated, this unit
plan includes notations for differentiation techniques based on learning style, literacy level, and the Sheltered Instructional Model for English Language Learners (SIOP) SWIRL activities are also included. Edit this unit plan to match your standards. This unit plan includes:Content standardsLiteracy standardsContent objectivesLiteracy objectivesKey
vocaCriminalistics: An Introduction to Forensic Scienceby For introductory courses in Forensic Science and Crime Scene InvestigationA clear introduction to the technology of the modern crime laboratory for non-scientistsCriminalistics: An Introduction to Forensic Science, Twelfth Edition, uses clear writing, case stories, and modern technology to
capture the pulse and fervor of forensic science investigations. Written for readers with no scientific background, only the most relevant scientific and technological concepts are presented. The nature of phyForensic Science Careers Matching Puzzleby This puzzle contains 18 of the most common Forensic Science careers and their definitions. I use
this every year with my students following a lecture on careers. The handout is fully editable. Just print out the handouts on cardstock, cuts quickly into pieces, and place in a baggie for your students to match the proper definition to the career. Thank you for supporting So Science Savvy! I hope you enjoy this activity. ~KimFORENSIC FILES VIDEO
WORKSHEET BUNDLE (10 SHEETS)GRADES: 9-12SUBJECTS: SCIENCE, FORENSICS, LAW, HISTORYSUB/EMERGENCY PLANS: YES!DISTANCE LEARNING: YES!MORE FORENSIC FILES! – CLICK HERE!*Video is necessary for completion of this worksheet.*Please watch the video in advance of your students to gauge appropriateness.Video
Availability: Forensic Files (aka Medical Detectives) videos are available free/pay through a number of streaming and online sites including: YouTube, Amazon, IMDB and more. PleasRope Impression and Ligature Mark Forensic Labby Students will create rope impressions for 5 samples (you must provide labelled samples) using modelling clay. They
will then compare their impressions with a "crime scene" sample you make prior to class (using air-drying clay so they can handle it without damaging the impression. They will also make an impression from an electrical cord to compare the striations. This lab is good practice for them to do hands-on work, record observations, draw details of forensic
evidence, make comparisons, analSubjects:Types:Forensic Odontology WebQuestby Ms D Wants To Save The World In this web quest students will learn about the field of forensic Odontology. The 7 classifications of bite marks, where bite marks often appear, and the 5 factors of a bite mark that determine the quality and accuracy of a bite mark.
Kindly leave a review of my work, it will help me create future products. Thanks, Ms. D! :-)VIDEO AVAILABILITY DISCLAIMER: The videos needed to accompany the Forensic Files worksheets can be found on a variety of streaming services and websites. However, availability and prices for these videos can change month-to-month. Please make sure
you have access to both the video and that your school’s servers can stream the content before making your purchase. Forensic Files can be found online easily at: YouTube (also check for “Medical Detectives”) and IMDB. Streaming services like Hulu, NetForensic Ballistics Vocabulary Gameby Engage your forensics students in this fun, studentcentered vocabulary game that covers 20 vocab words from their unit on ballistics. You will love the engagement of your students as they compete to win cards for their team.With your purchase, you will get a 22-page PDF file that includes three levels of the same game. The hardest version has four "no-no" words, the medium version has two, and
the easiest version has none. There are also blank cards onto which you can add your own words. SPage 26Forensic Science No Prep Worksheet ActivityGreat for: Early Finishers, Emergency Sub Plan, Homework, Unit Supplement, Sponge Activity, Classwork, Test Review, Bell Ringer, No Prep Activity, Warm-Up, Homeschool, Do Now, Mini-lessons,
Distance Learning …Simply Print and Go!Download the preview for a closer look.Hidden Words:AnthropometryBallisticsBloodChemicalsChromatographyCivil LawsComputer ScienceCrime SceneCriminalCriminalisticsDetectiveDNA AnalysisEvidenceFingerprintsFootprintsForensic Scienc
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